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The new Arts/Sdenae/Cormerae building» a large lecture
theatre and Stage 8 of the Union are expected to be ready for the start
of the 1970 acadBmic year..
For the 1970-72 triemiiim the Anetralian UniversitieB
Cornnission has given the College finmee far the first stages of the
Library and the Sdenm Block. The planning of both these btttldinga
is in hand and it is hoped that they will be available during 1$?1,
The ne^ 0iedra in Metallurgy and Electrical Engineering
have be&n filled but the Chair in Chemistry is still vaamt. Due
to the finccndal position of the University of Neu) South UaUs no
new Chairs have been providMd for 1970^ There is also to be no
growth in the acadmic and teaching staff although studsnt enrotmenta
are expected to increase by 20%.
It is tmfortunate that althov^h rapid physical growth of
ike College can be foreseen there will never the less be a slowing
It is
up in th.e College's development dm to the lack of staff.
unlikely that the present staff will be able to cope with the
antidpated increase in enrolments during the trienniim.
Starting in 1870 the academic year of the Cotkge will
canBist of two foux^teen-week semesters^ most of the departments having
divided their subjects into units which will be offered on a semester
boHs.
To Bane extent the research activities
of the College have
been supported by outside finance.
During 1969 the following research
grants and donations were received;
Vollcngong Quota Cliif
(Assodate Professor E, Gellert)

250,00

Mx^, Joan Bobb
(Associate Professor E.

Gellert)

2.50

Reserve Bank of Australia
(Aseodate Professor 4. Roberts)

300.00

Reserve Bank of Australia
(Aseodate Professor A. Roberts)

12850.00

Wheat Industry Reeearck Coundl
(Aesodate Professor A, Roberts)

S500.00

Broken Bill Mining Managers Assodation
(Gr, E. Phillips)
Jdnt

500.00

Coal Board
(K, Johnson)

Australian

1150,00

Research Grants Cormrittee
(Dr. P.D, Bolton & Mr. P.M. Ball)

Rotary Cltib of Butli

(an behalf of Prof. A. Rose,
Mzcquarie University)

C,A,M, Gray,
fksrden.

5260.00
SO.f^O
$25862.50

DIVISION OF BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL SCIENCE
Acting Head of Division:

Assodate

Professor

Dr,Phil.

(Basle)^

E.Gellert^
P.R.A.C.I,

ACADEMIC STAFF
Department of

Chemistry

Professor
Vacancy
Assodate

Professor

E, Gellert,
Senior

Dr.Phil.

(Basle),

F.R.A.C.I.

Lecturers

P.D. Bolton,
A.R.

B.Sc.

(Exeter),

Ph.D. (Land.),

A.R.I.C.,

A.C.I.

P.M. Hall, M.So. A.S.T.C.,

A.R.A.C.I.

Lecturers
J, Ellis,

B.Sc., (Syd. ) , Ph.D. (N.S.W. ) ,

A.R.A.C.I.

W. K. Hannan, M. Sc. (Syd.)
E. Kokot, B.Sc,
G.M. Mockler,
Senior

Ph.D., A.S.T.C,

B.Sc,

Ph.D.

A.R.A.C.I.

(N.S.W.)

Tutors

R. Rudzate,

M.Sc,

A.S.T.C,

D.J. Campbell, B.Sc,

A.R.A.C.I.,

Dip.Ed. (Tas.)

A.R.I.C.

(General

Biology)

HIGHER DEGREE TOPICS
Department of Chemistrif
Doctor of

Philosophy
emd related

Phenanthroindolisidines
(B. Chauney - enrolled
Magnetic Studies

1967)

of Transition

(G.J. Hamilton - enrolled
Svbstituent

Effects

contpounds,

Metal Complex Compoimds.

196?)

on the Themnodynamic Functions

of

Proton Ionization of Aniliniim
Ions.
(P.M. Hall - enrolled 1966) (Title changed 1969)
Catalytic

Deuterium Exchange Reactions

(W,K. Hannan - enrolled
Hydrolysis

of

Betuteen

Alkylbenzenes.

1966)

Amides.

(G.L. Jackson - enrolled

196?)

Spectroscopic Studies of Molecular Interaction
in
Solution.
(I.H, Beece - enrolled 1963)
The Constituents
of Boletus
Spedes.
(R,. Rudzats - enrolled 1966)
Alkaloidal Constituents
of Australian
Plants,
(R^E. Swmons - enrolled^ 1969)
Masterof
Science.
'Hy^^oTogz^eal Aspects of Acoustic Behaviour in
Crickets.
(D.J. Campbell - enrolled 1965)
Substituent

Effects

cm Chemical

(K.A. Fleming ~ enrolled
Thermodynamic Functions
of

Effects
of

1968)
1967)

in the Hydrolysis

(P. Nancarrow ~ enrolled
Hydrolysis

of

Amides.

1965)

Amides.

(J.D. Rees - enrolled

1968)

The Chemical and Magnetic Properties
Complexes.
(G.L. Sefton

Processes.

Esters.

(K.J. MaCarthy - enrolled
Substituent

1967)
of lonisation

(J. Kudryn&ki - enrolled
Hydrolysis

Reactivity.

- enrolled

1969)

of Some Transition

Metal

Master^ ,?£,. t'!f?^5^!,g^,,,.,.(gffl'^- .•^

J5 Physico-Ckemi&al Investigation
Metal Cantplexes.
(G,A, Ryder - enrolled

of sane

Transition

1968)

STAFF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Department of C^emistri^
-^•'

Natural Products:
investigations

This field,

in conjtmation

which inaorpovates

tjith

Survey and is helped by C,S,I,R,0.
corteemed with the isolation
active

the Austratimt
with plant

phytoch&mieat
Phytochemioat

aolJ-eetions^

of physiologically

and

is

pharm.aeotogiaally

aanstituents.

Tyloerebrine,
ayi alkaloid isolated, frcm the
North Queensland plants Tylophora evebTiftora^ shcms promising
antiletAaerHa activity,
A New Guinea Boletus, a mushrocm spedes^,
is also of partieular
interest because it affects the himtan brain
but the action observed is not identical
with that of
mescaline,
LSD 26, or
psitooybine,
^'

Synthetic Organic^__ Ckem-stni:
The synthesis of
Phenanthroindolizidi:
and related material and. the exploration of their
antittmour
activity
is actively pttratmd in conjunction with efforts
to
correlate
diemical structure with physiological
activity.

^'

?hM^I.£^I~^'^^''-'.^,.^^f^^^^'^^'^'
^^^ Kinetic studies of the
addie
and alkaline hydrolysis of several series of aliphatic
(mides
end qrth.p'-substituted
free

txryt e&ters hope been made.

energy relationships

of substituents
of these

are- being used to assess

upon the ratm?-^ activation

the

energies

linear

influence

and

entropies

reactions,
(h)

constants

Various

Themiodyncmie

of a wide range of substituted

phenols

acidity

and aniliniim

ions

have been measured by a Bpeetrophotametrio

tecJmique over a range

of temperature,

and entropy

ioriization

and values of the enthalpy

processes

computed.

These values

of

these

are also being

assessed
oertdn

in terms of linear
molecular

free

orbital

energy relationships

calculations,
(e)

the desulphurisation
desulphnrisation
studied

and

Reaction mechanisms

of organio sulphur ecmpowids.

of thioanides

by spectresoopie

for

The

by heavy metal salts

is

being

methods,

*'•

^^^?..'P:ry...9.f..PP^9^^^ ^FI'P^'^^\ gipffipOM?tiig-r
The ohenrlstinj and
photochemistry of thiono&sters an,d other organic sulphvT
compounds is being studied and their use as intemiediates
in
organic synthesis ie being examined,

^'

Magneto-_ and Coordination

Chemistry:

exdiange demagnetization

nitrogen

investigated.

Temperature variation

stdseeptibility

of these new canplexes

observed ie the result

with such magnetic behaviour
e.g.

studies

and sulphurous

indicate

that

centres.

quadridentate

quadridentate

ligwtds;

pyridine
^'

Sdhiff

magnetic
the

demagnetization

of first

Struetures

have, be&n postulated

consistent

far all

to other

oanplexes
cmrplexes
oxygenous,

ligands,
rok^ transition

oxygen donor ligands,;
Base ligo»ide;
are being

ttao

between either

(b)
(i)

compounds is

metal cmrplexes of nitrogenous,

po'lydentate

magnetic properties

copper -B-ith

of the

and the progrcmne is new extended

to same transition

antiferromagnetic

heterocyclic

of exchange interactions

or a large ntmber of paramagnetic
investigated

The

of complexes of divalent

bases and with certain

Schiff^s

(a)

Spectra

and the

metal complexes
(ii)

bidentate

and (Hi)

with

and

substituted

investigated.

^^P9-'^Vtf^.,.?^^'^^^P}^^,^Z'SS.9S.Mi3J Investigation
into
relative
activities
of Group 8 transition
metals as heterogeneous
catalysts
in isotopie

exchange reactions

of a range of aranatic

heavy water being used as a source of deuteriwn.
investigate
to test

the mechanisms of exchange inactions

the worth of the t aofsplex absorption

hydrocarbons,

The aim is
and in

medhaniem.

to

particular

•'•

ihiIli$j£E^L2l^.Sil^:±tSl.

Techniques mre dfivelop<fd for

location

of cinleketB in the field

of their

singing

natural

populations

controlled

behaviot^.

The analysis

of er-ickets

laboratory

and for the

the

investigation

of the aatiin-ty

is new extended

of

to studies

under

conditions,

PUBLICATIONS
Department of Chf^i&try_
1.

A New Synthesis

of

Phenanthrdndolizidine,

B. Chatmcy, E, Gellert

and K.N.

TTivedi.

Aust. J_. Chem.j, 1969^ 22^ 42?,
(i)-Phenanthro

iQ^lO-f} indclizidine^

*^^ ^MLSShSSB, alkaloids^,

the basic skeleton

was synthesized

of the method used for the synthesis
2.

A. NrnJ Variation

of the Psdhorr

B, Chamtey and E.

by a

of

modification

eryptcpleurine

of

Synthesis.

Gellert.

•4Mi^£i™.^SE'J ^969,, 82j, 993,
giving
A new variation, of the Pschorr phencmthrene synthesis
improved yields is described.
In additionj, the ester of the
newly prepared by-product of this reaction,
2-iodo-4^ Sdimethoxy-^a-phenyldnnmtie
add, eyclizes to the correBponding
phenanthrene-9-carboxylic
ad-d derivative on irradiation
wi.th
ultraviolet
light,
S,

Hydrolysis of Amides, III^ Dilute
the Type R-CH^-CONH^.
P.D. Bolton and G.L. Jaak&an.
Rate constants

over a range of termerature,

activation,

and entropies

dilute

hydrolysis

add

Acid Hydrolysis

dvmethylbut€oiamide,
methoxyacetamide,

of activation

of n-^valermdde,

pkenylacetcmide,
bramoa^tmtide^,

The rate cmtstemtB of the first
of two other alkyl~substituted

of Amides of

enthalpies

of

are imported for
i&ovaler<mide,

the
3,3-

cyclohexylaaetrntide,
and

ehloroaeet&nide.

six amides together
acetmtides

with

taken frcm a

those

predous
steria

paper are almost perfectly
energy relatiom-ship.

also,

shoi^f a linear

The results
add

T}-te enthalpies

by the Taft
of

dependence C7% the steric

obtained

hydrolysis

correlated

activation
parameter,

for the halogeno amides indicate

of amides may show a slight

linear
E^.

that

sensitivity

the

to

polar

effects.
4.

Subetituent

Effects

Dissodation

on the Theifnodynanic Ftmctions

of paraSubs ti tuted Aniliniim

of

Proton

Ions,

P.D. Bolton and F.M, Hall.
J, Chem. Soc. (B), 1969, 269,
fhermodyncmio acidity

constants

para-chloroaniliniien,

^mi^bKmoanilinium,

and pora-'nitroani

liniim

of the

pam-^ethoxyaniliniim,
pca^-iodoaniliniim^

ions have been measured by a combined

E.M.F. - spectrophotcmetric

technique

within

range 5-60 , w%d the standard enthalpies
proton dissodation

and a new method of calculating
theory is derived
5.

and

by Mercuric Acetate

Related

Series.

Tetrahedron,
Oxidation

The results

are

R.A.Eade,

enthalpy
parameters

c^proach
in

in the Lup"20(29)~ene and

J. Ellis,

P. Harper and

J.J,H,Sime&,

1969, 26^ 164$.
of acetylbetulic

add

by mercuric

acetate

yields

C2 8-19 "lac tone and not a 028^22'-tact one as previously
in the literature.

Dihydroceanothenic

carboxyl groups attached
acetate

this

tested.

Oxidation

G.V. Baddeley,

of

dichotomised
solvation

temperature

and entropies

have been calculated.

in terms of Hepler's

discussed

the

O.R.D. studies

exclusive

reported

which has

to C14 and CI?, is oxidised

to a t.aatone involving

the C-17 carboxyl

add,

a

by

partidpation

mercuric
by

group.

of a 20, 29, 30-trisncrketone

an ISB-R ie th.e more stcd>le configuration

have shown that
for the D/E ring

Junction,
6.

Jingullic
add, a Triterpene
C26~19"Lactone Groiep.
R.A. Bads, J. Ellis,

of the Lupane Series

P. Harper and

J.J.H.Simes.

eontdning

a

Cheni. Comnm., 1969, 579.
The ^truotm"^? of jingullic
convergent

synthesis,

add has been, established

fnth the recent

structx<(re of stellatagenin,
first

naturally

revision

jingullic

ooctamng

by

of

the

add. becomes the

lupcme derivative

to have a

C28~19"lactone group>.
?.

Alkaloids

of the Genus Cinnmqmm,

Synthesis

of

E. Gellert

Isolation,

Structure

and

Cinnamolaurine.

and R.E. Simncms.

Tetrahedron Letters,
1969, &£, S0S5.
A nisw benzylisoquinoline
alkaloid,
Cinncmataurine, was
isolated from a New Guinea Cinnmanm spedes.
Its
structure,
shown to be
(•«)'-l''(4'~hydroxybenzyl)-6,7methyl&nedioxy-2-methyl~1^2,3,
i-'tetrahydroisoquinoline,
was confirmed by synthesis of its
racemate.
8.

Svhstityisnt

Effects

on the Thermodynamic Ftmotions of

of ortha^Substituted

Dissodation

Aniliniim

Proton

Ions.

P.D, Bolton and F.M. Hall.
J. Chem. Soc

(B), 1969, 1047.

Tnermcdymmic addity

constants

orthq-^chloroani linitm,
iodoaniliniwn,

of the

prtho-'methoxy<miliniim^

c^tho-brcmtoaniliniim,

and Qrtho;;-nitroaniliniu>^

ortho-

ions have been

meoBured by a combined e,m. f.-speati^ophotometric
within

the t^tperature

enthalpies
calculated.

range 10 ~ 60 and the

and entropies
An analysis

thermodynamic functions

9.

for netor and

Magnetic Studies
of Copper (II)

have been

of substituent

on the

effects

and pK values is made in terms of
and by comparison with

•^Tar-substituted

with Copper (II)
a., (^Diairboxylatea

L. Dubi<^ij CM, Hards,

standard

of proton dissodation

two free^-energy relationships
results

technique

Salts.

aniliniim
VII.

The

and Their Amine

E, Kokot and R.L.

Martin.

the

ions.
Structure
Derivatives,

Inorgmic^^^ Ch&mistr't^, 1966, £„ PJ,
The magnetic Busc&ptibility
and SBO'''^K i& reported
and their

monoanitine

formula Cu(OX(CEJ
is magnetically
(n^)

exhibits

at temperatures

for copper (II)

and monopyridine
COJL.

id-ditxtrhcxylates

derivatives

Copper (II) malonate

imcmtplicatedj;
the behaviour

<x,

between 80

copper (II)
of a linear

of
(n^l)

oxalate
antifevromagnet;

<x>pper (II) suednate
(n^2), glutarate
(n^S), and
(T)
adipate (n^4) display •%.. behaviour charaeterietia
eqidlibriim,
singlet and triplet
states in thermal
With L =: 0, umter, and pyridine,
the singlet'^
triplet
,
~1
separation is about S10~SS0 cm ; with L - aniline
-.2
the interval is reduced to about $0-^100 &n ' .

of

DIVISION OF COMMERCE
Head of Division:

Professor

K.A.Blakey,

B.A. (N. Z.) M.ScEcon.

(Land,)

D.Phil. (Oxf.) M.Com. (Melb.)
(appdnted

Bead of

Division

26th May, 1969),
ACAIEMIC STAFF
Pfpartment of Economics
Pr-ofessor
K.A. Bldkey, B.A.(N.Z.),
M.Sc Econ. (Land.),
M. Com. (Melb.) (appdnted
10/2/69).
Lecturers
S. Alt,

M.Cam. (Melb.),

J.C, Stdnke,
R.R. Piggott^
Tutor
Mrs. J. Irdng,
I^pqrtment

D.Ec

M.A. (Calif.)
n.Ag.Bc

D.Phil,

(Oxfi),

(Basanuddin).
(Armidale) (appdnted

B.A. (Hans.) (N.S.W.)

(appointed

U/Z/69)

3/2/69)

of Acaountqnay

Lecturers
E.D. Moore, B.Com. (Newcastle),

A.A.S.A.,

C.T. Beazlewood, B.Com., dip.Ed,(Melb.),
Vacancy.

A.I.C.A.,
A.A.S.A.

A.C.I.S.

STAFF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Department of Economics
The mxin research undertaken in economic analysis was Mr. John
Steinke's study of measures of unemployment (published) and
of supply and
Mr. R.R.Piggott's analysis of elastidty
collusion (first draft completed). A number of short-term
projects in regional economics were completed. These led
to the initiation
of a more general study of regional
demographic and eooncmic development.
PUBLICATIONS
Department of Economics
1.

Some Problems in the Measurement of Unemployment,
John C. Steinke.
Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol.XI, No.l, March 1969.

2.

Future Prospects of the Port Kenibla Shopping Centre.
John C. Steinke.
Report to Illawarra Regional Development Connittee^ June 1969.

3.

Public Transport in the Southern IllasJarra.
B. Ross.
Illawarra Regional Development Committee, July 1969.

4.

in the Bawral-Mittagorg-Moss Vale Area.
Airport Fadlities
Margaret Morrison.
Report Hume Development Committee, Aidgust 1969.

DIVISION OF ENGINEERING ASP METALLURGy
Head of Dideion:

G.

Brinson,

M.Sc. (Melb.),
F.I.M,,

Ph.D. (Sheff. ) ,

A.M.Aus.I.M.M.

ACADEMIC STAFF
Department of Eleotrieal

Bngineerim

Professor
Vacancy
Senior

Lecturer

O.J* Tassicker,

M.E.E. (Melb.),

F.I.E.Aust>,

F.I.E.E.

Lecturers
W.H.Charlton, B.E,,

A.S.T.C,

M.I.E.E.,

M.I.E.AuBt.

Z. Heroeg, Dip.Eng. (Zagreb),
M.I.B.Aust.
K.J. McLean, M.E.(N.Z.),
B.D,(Melb.),
M.I.B.Aust.
Department of Mechanical,

Civil

and Mining

Engineering

Professor
CA.M, Grc^, Hon.J.M.N.,
A.M.I.CE.,
University
Assodate

M,E.(Syd.),

M.I.E.Aust.,

M.I.Mech.B.,

Emeriti^

Professor,

of Malaya.

Professors

S.E. Bonamy, B,E, (Syd,),
M.I.MecKE.
A.W.Roberts,

Senior

B.Sc

M,Sc (Birm.) Ph.D.
M.I.E.Aust,

B.E., Ph.D., A.S.T.C,
M.I.Meah.E,

A.S.T.C,

M.I.E.Aust.

Lecturers

R.W. Upfold,

M.S., Ph.D., A.S.T.C,

M.I.E.Aust.,

M.I.Medh.E.
P. Van dsT Werf, M.E., Ph.D., A.S.T.C,

M.I.B.Amt.

DIVISION OF ENGINEERING AND METALLURGY
Head of Dideion:

G.

Brinson,

M.Sc (Melb.),
F.I.M.,

Ph.D. (Sheff. ) ,

A.M.Aus.I.M.M.

ACAIEMIC STAFF
Department of Electrical

Engineering

Professor
Vacancy
Senior

Lecturer

0.J. Tassicker,

M.E.E. (Melb.),

F.I.E.Aust.,

F.I,E.E.

Lecturers
W.H.Charlton,

B.B.,

A.S.T.C,

Z. Herceg, Dip.Eng,(Zagreb),
K, J. McLean, M. E. (N. Z.),
Department of MechanJaal, Civil

M.I.E.E.,

M.I.E.Aust.

M.I.E.Aust.
B. D, (Melb.),

and Mining

M»I, E.Aust.

Engineering

Professor
CA.M. Gray, Hon.J.M.N.,
A.M.I.CE.,
University
Assodate

B.Sc

M.E.(Syd.),

M.I.E.Aust.,

M.I.Mech.B.,

Bneritus

Professor,

of Malaya.

Professors

S,E. Bonamy, B.E.(Syd.)s
M.Sc (Birm.) Ph.D.
M, I. Mech. E. M. I, E. Aust.
A.W.Roberts,

B.E.,

Ph.D., A.S.T.C,

A.S.T.C,

M.I.E.Aust.

M.I. Mech, E.
Senior

Lecturers

R.W. Upfold, M.S., Ph.D., A.S.T.C,

M.I.E.Aust.,

M.I.Mech.E.
P. Van der Werf, M.E., Ph.D., A.S.T.C,

M.I.E.Aust.

Ledurers
P.O. Arnold,

B.E.,

Ph.D.,

M.I.E.Aust,

M.J. Lom'ey, M.S., A.S.T.C,
R.T.Wheway, B.E,,

M.I.E.Aust.

Ph.D.,

M.I.E.Aust.

Vacancy
Department of

Metallurgy

Professor
G. Brinson,

M.Sc. (Melb,),

Ph.D. (Sheff.),

A.M.Aus.I.M.M.
Senior

(promoted

F.I.M,,
3/9/69)

Lecturers

N.F.Kennan, M.Sc,

Ph.D., F.R.M.T.C,

A.I.M,,

A.M.Aus.I.M.M.
N. Standish,

M.Sc(N.S.W.),

Ph.D. (Otago),

A.S.T.C,

A.M.Aus.I.M.M.
Lecturers
M. Atkinson,

B.So.(Eng.)(Met,)(London).

T,W. Barnes, M.Sc,
N. Salasoo,

B.Sc,

A.S.T.C,
A.S.T.C,

A.I.M.
A.M.Aus.I.M.M.

Vacancy
Research

Assistant

E. K0m, BESc. (W. Ontario)
Teaching

Fellow

S. Marich, B.Sc

(Contract

expired

August,

1969)

HIGHER DEGREE TOPICS
I^artment

of Electrical

Doctor of

Engineering

Philosophy

An Investigation

of the (Characteristics

of

Rotating

Machines Operated on a Switched Mode.
(W.H. Charlton - enrolled

1967)

Electrical
Characteristics
of Contaminated Corona Discharge Systems.
(Z.Herceg - enrolled 1966)
Electrical

Conductivity

in Particulate

(K.J. McLean - enrolled

Solids,

1966)

Same Aspects of the Forces on Charged Particles
Electrostatic
Predpitators.
(O.J. Tassicker - enrolled 1966)
Master of

Engineering

Computer Control of the 140 Inch Plate Mill,
(G.E, Wood - enrolled 1966)
A Study of the Identification
Reheat Furnace.
(T.S. lang - enrolled 1965)
Department of Mechanical,, Civil
Doctor of

Port Rembla.

and Optimal Control of a

and Mining

Engineering

Philosophy

Study of unsteady flow in a redproeating
(R.W. Infold

- enrolled

Master of Engineering

1963, conferred

compress or.
1969)

Science

An Investigation
of the stiffnesses
under eccentric
loads applied to a
(R.J. Derrington - enrolled 196?)
Performance Analysis
including Vibration
(S.R,

in

Webb - enrolled

of the
Study,

of a plate
flange.

^Floveyor'

1966, conferred

web

girder

Grain Conveyor
1968)

Investigation

of Stress

Distribution

at Changes of

Section

of Members under Two Dimensional Bending and Direct
(K. Forbes - enrolled
Analysis

1966)

of Non Linear Effects

(D.A. Hodges - enrolled
Investigation

in Control System

(D.C Smith ~ enrolled

of Crane Runway Rails*
1866)

Study of Moments in Orthotropie
(R.S, Windsor - enrolled

Shells

Properties

(D.C Crook ~ enrolled

Utilising

Components»

of the Motion of Linkages with Relation

Investigation
loaded in

(P. Finch - enrolled
Creep Testing

An Investigation

of Surface

Stress

Cartpressor.

Using Cantilever

Grdhm - enrolled

Bending.

196?)

of Sheet total

Formability*

1968)

Fatigue Behaviour of Ferrous
Ward - enrolled

Conveyor

1967)

Visser - enrolled

1969)

to

196?)

Performance Analysis of Multiple
(K.B.H. Is&a - enrolled 196?)

in a Cylinder

Contdners.

196?)

the Upper Extremity Limb.
(N.T. Hodkinsan - enrolled

(J.S.

Fluidic

of Design Methods for Bulk Transport

Dynamic Analysis

(R.J.

Perforated

1967)

(J.T* Devine - enrolled

(S.R,

of

196?)

Control System Identification

Photoelastic

Using More Method.

1966)

of Equivalent

Sheets*
(S.J. Anger - enrolled

Investigation

Performance.

1966)

of Failure

An Investigation

Stress>.

Alloys

Cmbinations.

Distributions

A Study of Two-Dimensional Heat Flow xmder Abnormal Boundary
Conditions.
(R. Hall - enrolled 1969)
An Investigation of three Dimensional Heat Flow in Non
Isotropic Bodies.
(I. Bekker - ervroUed 1968)
Heat Tratwfer aerone a Gaseous Interface during the
Propagation of a Shock Wave in a Tube.
(D. Roach - enrolled 1969)
Department of^^ Meiallt^y
Dqctor of Philosophy
A Study of the Martensite in Beta Copper'-Tin Alloys,
(N.F. Kennon - conferred 1968)
The Solidification
of Metal - ^tal Sulphide Systems.
(S, Marich - enrolled 1966)
Creep in Ferrous Alloys,
(R.L. Picker - enrolment changed to Ph.D in 1969)
Master of Science
M'cenglng "Phenmena in Packed Beds.
(J. Drinhxzter - enrolled 1968)
Phase Transformations in Ferrous Alloys,
(R.H. Edwards » enrolled 1968)
A Study of the Influence of Titaniisn on the
of Alloy Steels,
(T.J, George ~ enrolled 1968)
Creep in Zircaniim
(E. K0m « enrolled 1968)
The Solidification
of Sitver-'Oxygen Alloys
(N. Salasoo ~ enrolled 196$)

Structure

Distribution

of Non Me tallies

during Solidification

of

Metals.
(I.D. Simpson - enrolled

1968)

The Behaviour of Boron in Iron and its
(J.L.

White - enrolled

Alloys.

1964)

Orientation
The Effect of Crystallographic
Electrochemical
Properties of Tin.
(N. Wiltshire - enrolled 196S)

on the

STAFF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Department of Electrical
1.

Basic Processes in Electrostatic
Predpitator
when operated
high^resistidty
particles
with special reference
to:
Basic theory of operation
Formation and effects of back
ionization
Electric field
patterns
Adhesion forces in predpitated
layers
Mechanism of current

2.

3.

Engineering

conduction

layer.

Insulating
Materials;
Study of ionic and electronic
conduction
in insulators
with spedal reference to the effect of metal
electrodes and high electric
fields.
Investigation

of adhesion forces

insulating

particles.

between small

diameter

Gaseous DischcsTges:
Investigation
of the generation and trarmport
of gaseous ions in a corona discharge systmi with spedal
reference
to the influence of the electrode surface
condition.
The measurement of corona field
micro area

4.

through the precipitated

with

Automatic
of furnaces

patterns

by the use of a

spedal

probe.
Control:
and rolling

(a)
mills

Investigation
in the steel

of ccmputer
industry.

control

(h)
Investigation
of switched operation of machines,

of various m&thcd&

(c)
.Identification of eystems using
B-level obtain codes mid correlation
techniques.
Department of Mechanical^ Civil and Mining Engineering?
•^* Pressure Wave Phenomena in a Uniform Shoak^ %l^^' ^^ analysis
of a large nmber of preasi^re-^ time diagrcmss recorded fro?n &
'mechcmical' shock tvbe containing air, has revealed that heat
is transferred from ^shocked' to rarefied gas across the contact
surface in the region behind the shook front.
This caused
a gradual rather than a sharp temperature discontinuity as one
gmrmrges into the other.
An attempt is being made to record the temperature chxnge across
the contact si4rfac0 using high response thennacouples^ This
will prodde an insight into modification to be made to
theoretical studies in order that accurate pressure time wave
shapes may be predicted,
2.

The Influence of Connecting Pafsage^Gemetr^ on the Meaeurm
Output J^iM Transducers:
Many pressure transducers are
available fpr recording transients such as shock pulses or
repetitive high speed events» These have extremely high
natural frequendes of vibration, but unfortuantely must be
located in many instances at considerable distance frm the
pressure measuring point, the pressure pulse being propagated
to the transducer via a long nar-raw tube. Suck pulses <^e
subject to attenuation due to friction and heat transfer and
a relatively
large time lag occurs.
A large nmber of tests have been conducted by recording
pulses frcm arf. air compressor through tubes of varying
geometry. A first analysis of these indicates that passage
geometry has little effect on the cmplitude of the pulses
velodty.
but causes considerable variation in propagation

This results
power.

in serious errors in recorded indicated

horse

3,

Measur0nent of Sigh Speed T&meraturB fluctwitions:
fhi$ project
is cdmed at the experimental determination of charge temperatures
in internal combustion engines in order that comparisons
can be made with analytical values obtained from a study of
Special thermo&ouplBS of high
theoretical engine cycles.
sensitivity
and response rate, ptst'dhased for the project, are
being used initially
for measi^rement of temperattire punctuation
in a mechani'Cal shock tube containing air.

4,

Materials Research Proj&cts: A numb&r of problems dealing with
the strength and properties of materials are under investigation,,
(i)
The structural strength of sanA^ah boards is being
determined. The tests include load deflection mea&urmients
aging,
ccmtpression strength and artifidal
(ii)
Tests are being conducted to determine the bond strength
of steel &nd concrete for vain^us coatings and finishes
an the steel,
(Hi)
Further work undertaken includes concrete and aggregate
testing, unconfined and compaction testa of soils,
tricssial tests» testing of failures in concrete, detailed
testing of oorings from variouB mines, testing of farro^
cement panels for use in boat building and testing of
sections,
built up fibro'-glass

6, The C.C.T.V, Camera as a Research Tool: Techntues a:pe being
for
developed using the vidieon tube as (m image multiplier
photoelastic work. For large scale display of Moire patterns
produced in stress analysis works, the C.CT.V. is being used to
patterns.
give imiediate
6.

The Analysis of Stress Distribution Produced at A.bnmt (^^nqes
in Section: The application of the complex variable to the
analysis of two dimensional stress syst&ns produced at abrupt

changes in section on axiatly loaded members is being- inv^^tigat^d.
This method t^ads to a set of infinite equations in em infinite
number of unkncwne. Methods for the solution of thme equations
have been investigated using the College computer^
^* Investigation
^ "

'"

of the Failure of Crane Runwau Rails:

" " " ' IMimil"«^B»>»'liI.I'ilWI • ' » l | i ^ i l | - | w i | l | » i i | | i i n n n i i

WHWTil;.<li!.lniiVj<»Btfin^Hj.iU|>ilHL,-.mi,a i j|ai]|.»ii»lil(i»HJ»<t,JtJi,,»KX*a«J»iJI<J^WiMM'<Blf*'ritoViBOlllM^

methods ha:oe been used to investigate the stress
produced within the head of crane rtmmy rails.
of the results are being obtained by load teste.
B,

9,

Photoelastic

•*!•>

distribution
Verification

The Investigation of Curvature Produced in Plates with Edge
loading using Moire Fringe Techniqms: The curvature of plates
und^r varying typm of loads smd edge fixations is being
Tnese
investigated by int&i^reting moire fringe patterns,
patterns are produced fi^m a double expos-ure of reflected
line
patterns,
A large scale apparatus, suitable for large plates,
has been constructed <md the calibration of the appixfatus is
proceeding,
The Development of high speed photognmhic techniq'ues:
WMwi.»>iii»iiMa'w*M'iSiJ»iW.LWiW»MAii>'""'*^HwM>M*^iw.iwMlriwiMWl>ii'nii<iylt'iM><^

Various

»tMjrliapiiii»»nB»iM''m<.i«iwi««iijw<ii>ii—i-» I i.,-y^.[Am,»iiiii».oii»ic

photographic te&hniq-ms are being developed for the recording
on film of dynamic phenomena. Techniques are developed using
combinations of high speed dne cameraB, high intmtaity
stroboscopes, and single shot cameras.
10, Bulk Handling of Granular Materials:
i»«WM<pMi>»jr*par.i<iia»i^iiww;i<wwcMiwrfM»«wMW%»<i.«wiittfiW'iiij»iM-ii^WMaw»^'a^^

Th.e Bulk Handling Research
^

has been supported finandally
by the Conmonwealth Wheat Industry
Research Coundl and Comnonwealth Rural Credits Development Fund,
A further grant of $7000 was received from the former body during
2069; the total grants received to date amounts to $5$,S00,
The research prognmne ie dealing with a nimber of problems
broadly embraced by the analysis of conveyor performance,
properties of bulk materials and the mechanics of bulk material
flow. The three mdn areas of the progranme which received
attenti^i. during the past twelve months are (i)
Conveyor Performance Studim
An investigation of multiple length auger conv&yom i^s

un-d&rtak^n, Outptit ^md pt^wtr data hm)e bmn cbtdned
for a. ran0& of 6pe&6:& and mig®& of ^-l&vati&ns the
results been correlated Mth that obtained previouBty
from tests on a model &uger. Particular attention hm
b0en given to critical vibration freqmnd&$ and to
the power losses which are quite substantial in
ease of long unaupport&dj. auger conveyors. Computer
programes have been prepared wM&k aid the selection
of conveyor or combination of convsyor to best suit
particular
installations.

(ii)

The perfomance of a 20 inch x SO ft tubular belt
This conve^yor
conveyor has b^en under investigation.
operates over angles of elevation from 18^ to 30^,
Output and power results have been obtained for a range
of operating conditions,
Me&hanical and Bh&ological Properties of Wheat Grains
Previous work in this area was devoted to the study
of the load/deformation properties of a mmber of
varieties of wh$at grains for a range of moisture
contmits and loadir^g ratss, the stress
distribution
throi^hout loaded wheat grains w&r^ also examined
using photO'^elastic and nimbered te&hniquss. The
present ixirk is being devoted to th4 $tudy of the
effect of drying rate on the load/d0formation properties
of wheat grains. Two wheat varieties have been
examined, FaVson, a hard wheat and Heron, a soft wheat,
The moisture content was reduced from between 19%
and 20% doum to between 11% and 12% (colt basis) using
drying tmtperatvirm from 90^F to ISO^F, The results
so f<xr irAicate that the strength of the grains is
generally not significantly
effected by the rate
of moisture removal.

(Hi)

Fi.gj j?jP Qmnuhxr_,^atedqlB,
''or free flowing granular materials the design of dtschopge
chutes for stable fast flaw conditions can he a^ieved quite
satisfactorily
by aas-ming that the matedal behaves as
a "lunped" system. The non linear flow equations have
be&n solved with the aid of a computer for ^utes of kncnm
geom&triaal formj; th^ data obtdn^d fr^^sn these soluticms
may be appH&d to spedfie chute d08ign applications.
Current work in the project i$ oonaemed wi0i optimization
maty sis of the chute flow problem. The particular
optimisation criterion undkr investigation are minimtm
travel time and maxvmm exit
velodty,

11.

Si^diviBion CmtputationB: Programm have been depelmed
for the &offfpl0t@ soluticm of land subdivisian layouts on
the IBM 1620 digital computer. The co-^ordinates of up to
1500 points ma^ be dMte^m.ned during a single mm UBing a
variety of coded routines, and allotment details are
subsequently produced.

12,

t^ngmia_ ff2Ri^i:.f.9...2.f«§.^^^^^'!:'.-•^'^^•'
^^ investigation
has been made into the effects of significant pcoKmet&rs
on the free-dbration
properties of elastic frmed
structures
using a digital ctmrputsT. The resulting informatd-on is
xetilimd in proposing simple procedures for approximating
natuml freqmndes
of multi-sti^rey cmd multi-bay frtmes.

IS,

Design Data for Coastal Engineering Strudta^es m the
N.SfW,,^^ Coast: As ther^ are no records of wav^ histoid for
th0 N.S.W. Coast an analysis is being made of alt hindoast
Wizve data avail(xbte in order to formalise design data for
This infoimation is to he
coastal engineering structures.
compared with wave records which will be abtdned fr^n wave
recorders to be installed on the bred<wat0r and Five Islands
at Port Kembla.

14.

15.

Ef^ineering Feasibility Study^of,^ K.iama Breakwater: An
investigation has been begun far the Illawarra Regional
of a breakwater
Development Comnittee into the feasibility
at Kicma. This breakwater would provide safe anchorage for
fishing trawlers as well as pleasure craft.
It is antidpated
investigation and results will
that the initial theordimt
be tested by a model study^
The Effect

of the Coastal Rmge on Wind: A climatoloaical

-~ ifr-'- •'n-m--«if *—•iPir-r-nnnrt-n-i—ii—ni—ff'if'WTi
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V

station is being est(^li&hed at Wollongong University College
in conjunction with the Bureau of meteorology. In addition
the more usual measurements of wet and (bns bulb temperatisre,
rainfall,
aloud cover and wind direction, it is intended
to obtain a continuous record of wind speed. By acmparison
with data metered at Port Kembla and Ill&^aTTa^ a detailed
analysis of the effect of topography on wind will be made.
16.

The effe&t^of^ ^R'^4 ^^'^^. ^^,. ^f^}^.. T'nsqlatiqn: Frmt
pyrheliometers which are to be installed at the Climatologi&zl
station and dsual records of cloud type, density and percentage sky covered, an analysis is to he made of the depletion
of radiation by aloud.

17.

Calculation of Transient Beat Flcna Into Buildings: A
computer progrcmne has been developed which enablee the
calculation of external air conditioning loads to be
calculated.
This programte takes into ajo&ount shading (md
reflection as well as d&y to day storage
affects.
It is proposed to analyse the results obtdned from a wide
range of variables and exanine the influences of these
variables on air conditioning plant aapadty,

18.

Design of a High--Volime Irrigation^ and^^prdnqgePmp: A
very definite need exists for a simple relatively
inexpensive
pump for both the removal of floodwaters and the irrigation
of large cmeae of Icmd adjacent to rivers,
Su&h a punp has
been designed, the design features including portability and
the provision to be driven from a tractor.
This design is to
be tested under both laboratory and field
canditiona.
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PUBLICATIONS
Depc^t^ent^
1,

of^EleddcalEngineed'^^

'Measurement of Cor-ona Cw^rent Density
O^J,

A technique

I.E.E.^

and instnm&nt

measurement of @teady-8tate
hoimdary.

The results

air at n.t.p,

Vol. S^ Mo, 13, p28S, 1969.
fuwe been developed
corona cta^ent

m^e deBcribed,

to an

Sharp cutoff

eoTona in

dead baMs with zero

of Dusts by Electrostatic

of Outstanding

Froblrnis",

O.J, Tmsicker^

Z, Herceg and MUJ,. Mclean.

£l£SLi^,SSS^S^SSj

current

space

Predpitatian

clouds.
Revieh)

I^#F^ Sydney^ paper No. 1-6^

Some autstandif^

problems assaeiated

of high resisiitdty

are

electrode

at the edges of

''The Collection

progress

fine-seals

meastmed between interacting

have been repeatedly

predpitation

for

of measureniente of negative

Bueh corona hzpe been observed,

3,

Electrode

Tassis^er.

EUotrmie^J^eUer^

2»

at an

with the

electrostatic

dusts and recent

research

outlined,

"Metatr-Glass Contacts

in Sigh Electric

H&lis'K

K.J. McLean.
Electronic

Letters,

I.E.E.,

Vol, S, No, 4^ p m, .* 1989.

In the presmtoe of high electric
to a metallic

<made of an ionic

becomes depleted

of mobile ionic

however, etectrcmB a^e injected
electrode
to

and catme the effective

increase.

fields^
conducting

the region
glass

carriers.
into

adjacent
quickly

At the

eatkodss

the glass fr&n the metal

eonduetimty

of this

region

4.

"Application

of Sendeonduetors

to Variable-Speed

DriverB^K

W, Charlton.
The Institution

of^'Engine&rB^ Australia,

Illa-warva Group,
A brief

Anniml Conference^,

November^ 1969,

sirnnary is given of the charadeTisties

contTolled

and this

rectifiers

the control

is related

of poae.r fl(M to ete.etTieat

of

to their

sitiixsn
use in

madhines.

The

prindpte^

of chopped ijavefoim control

of inductiim

motors ctt»e diecuBsed

and sane methods of analysis

presented^

V<^'ioua schemes for

variable

frequency

inverter

are dieavseed

of drcuits

drives

are described

and a ntmber

which use novel methods to

effect

cofmutation,
Depa^t^<ent of Meeh<mieat, Civil
1,

''An investigation
Materials
A.W,

and Mining

of the Gravity

Engineevimr

¥l<3w- of non Cohedve

ths'oi^h Di&charge Chutes",

Rdberts.

tTMSSS^M^-A^SjMxK''^
J n l , Engineedng for
May,, 1969, Vol. 91, Sedm B, So, 2^ Z73.
I»

Gnmular

"Same Fundcmental Aspects

Indmtry,

of tMe Losd/Defomation

Properties

of Wheat Gnsine",
P.O. Arnold,,

M.V^ Roberts,

fTmsadiam^^^^ of A• g.A,E,„, 19B9, Vol. 12
3^

^"An Investigation
Pk&to-'elaBtic

of Stpesa Fields

and Nunerieat

(1),

in Wheat Grains

using

Teekniqvss",

P, C Arnold. ^ 4. W. Roberts,
-Ml. Agri-cultural
rj'^-iirMti<-iil.5-i"T>"nJw.ft'ifiii. •r«ii>.iir..iii¥-,iriWi>.T>i,i^Ti,fMi.iT -JIT—r.1

4,

''Vibrations

B,

...•rf"^^

«-•• r i i ^ ' - ' i — n ) ' - I T I " - I-fir - l - ' , -

,rrtr-t——t

,^r—"rf"•—••'--'—~^

of Grain Conveying machineTy^'.

A.W. Roberts,,
fibration&

SngineeptriJ^ .Research, 1969 14 ($)»

F^C Arnold.,

S.R. Webb.

and machines conference

I^E.,

Avst,,

Melhoio'ti.e 1969,

^'Discharge Chute Design for Free Flowing Grmiular
A.W. Roberts,,,

Materials".

P.O. Arnold.

Paper No. 6B-'B$9, A.S.A.E.^
Dec. 1969.

Annual winter meeting,^

Chicago,

6.

'-The Infltmiee of Drying Mate on the Load/V&formation
Properties of Wheat Grains"^
F.C, Arnold, A.W, .Roberts,.
Paper No, 69-852, A..S^A,E. Annual vrlnter meeting^ Chicago,
Dec, 19$$.

7.

"Bulk H<mdling and Testing of Granutm' Materials",
A,W.

RobertQ,

Fifth Annual Research Report^ Wottongoftg Vn-lversity
March, 1969.

College,

8.

"The Impact Velodty of Ring Type Aut&natic Canpression
Valves'^
R.W. infold.
Paper presented at the Intemmtional congress of Eefrigeratijon
Meeting ^ Prague, Csechosloimk-m^f Sept,, 1969.

9.

"Value Flutter",
R. W, Upfold,
Paper presented at the International C^ngreeis of
Meeting, Prague^ Cz^chostovakia. Sept,, 1969^

'0.

Refrigeration

^An Esiemination of Ring Type Cmipressov Inlet Yalves^^.
R.W. Upfold,
Paper presented at the Intematianal Cangr&SB of Befrigeratim.
Meeting, Prague, Czechoslovakia, Sept., 1969,

Department of Metallurgy
1,

'^The Crystallography of the B. C C to Orth&Tkanhic ^ i Martensite
Transformation in Capper-Tin AllayB^^.
N.F. Kennon and J^S, Bowles..
Acta_ Metallurgica, 1969, 17^ 373^
The habit plane, shape strain and orientation
TetationshipB
a&sodated with ths formati^m of ortfiorhcmbie %l m^rt^n^ite
plates in CU''24.9S at .% Sn alloys have been measured. The
results are compared with the predictions of the phenmBnologiaa

theory of martensiiic

trans formations
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system,
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Significance'^,

Standish,

Chem, Eng^,^_Sd., 1969^ 24^ 1024.
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as
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A. review of the bottom cone of inatuaions

in steel

ingots,

N. Standi&h,
Iron and Steel

(London),

1969^ 42j SS4.

The bottom third of steel in.got8 often contain a
disproportionate
quantity of large non-metallic
inelvsians wnose preaanoe affacta
metal yield cmd steel quality.
To the extent that this
feaiw^
in ingots, known'as the hottrra cone of indiAsions,
is a defect
its pradical
impoT'tanee is undeniable.
This article reviews the
bottom con& and the varioi4B theories which have been proposed.
to explain it,
A list of references is included which might he
useful as an aid for additional study and as a basis for
further
literature
survey.
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(Syd.),
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ACApSMIC STAFF
Department of

English

Professor
P.K. Elkin,

B.A.,

Dip,Ed. (Syd.),

B.Litt.,

Lecturer
CJ. Nightingale,
(appointed

B.A.,

B.Litt,

(Oxon)
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Senior

Tutor
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Studies

Lecturer
D.J. Dillon-Smith,
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(Syd.)

D.Phil. (Oxon).

STAFF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Department of English
2.

The English Department is following a number of lines of
research, according to the indiddual interests of members
of the Department. The major topics undertaken are:
satire,
with particular reference to comments on its nature and
fundion from the eighteenth century to the present day;
eighteenth and twentieth century translations of Juvenal's
satires;
the poetry of Thomas Hardy; the novels and
plays of Samuel Beckett in English translation, and, in
the field of Australian literature,
the wdtings of Joseph
Fwpphy ("Tom Collins").

2,

Mr. C.J. Nightingale completed in May this year "A cHtiaal
edition of Marlowe's The Jew of Malta, which the Board of
the Faculty of English Language and Literature, Oxford University,
has examined and approved as qualifying him for the degree of
B.Litt.

3,

The paper presented by Professor P.K. Elkin on "Dryden^s
Translation of Juvenal's Sixth Satire" at the Kllth Congress
of the Australasian Languages and Literature Assodation in
February, 1969, has been selected as one of the papers for
publication in the Proceedings of that Congress.

4,

Mr. P. Abotomey is carrying out research on "Satire and
Sentiment in the Writings of Joseph Furphy" as a requirement
for the degree of Master of Arts.

Department of General Studies
Mr, D. Dillon-Smith is inquiring into aspects of the English
language in the eighteenth century, with particular
reference
to polite and vulgar v^age.
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Professor
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Physics

Visiting
Professor
R.G.Giovanelli,

D,Sc.(Syd,),

F.A.A,,

F,A,I.f*.i

F.R.A.S,

Senior Lecturers
K. J. Ausbum, B.Sc. (Syd, ) , M.Sc. (Land. ) , Ph.D. (N,S. W,)
D.I.C, A. Inst.P.
J.N. Stephens, M.A, (Cantab,), Ph.D. (N.S.W.),
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Tutor
J.L.K, Lising, B.Sc, (N.S.W.)
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HIGHER DEGREE TOPICS
Department of Geology
Doctor of

Philosophy

The Vcodation and Significance
the Southern

Coalfield,

(A.C.Cook - enrolled
Statistical

Studies

(K.R.Johnson
Master of

of the Rank of Coal in

New South

Wales,

1965)
Sedimentation,

in

- enrolled

1969)

Sdence

The Vertical and Lateral Variations in the
Petrographic
Composition of the Bulli Seam of the South Bulli
Syncline,
(H.W.Read - enrolled 1967)
A Petrographic

Study of the Stratigraphy

Coal Seams.
(M. Smyth ~ enrolled

Coalfield.
(C. Waters - enrolled
Deparpmnt

of

Australian

1969)

in Stratigrap^fty

Studies

of

and Sedimentation

is the

Southern

1969)

Mathematics

Doctor of Rhilosophy_
Development of Languages for use in Conversing with a
Digital

Ccmputer da a Remote

(N,W. Bennett
Mathematical
(P.Castle

~ enrolled

1966)

Methods of Traffic

- enrolled

- enrolled

Neutron Transport

within

of Heterogeneous

Systems.

Lattices,

1967)

and on a Fluid contdned

(D,J. Clarke - enrolled

Reactor

1966)

in Siibcritical

(B.E, Clancy - enrolled
Osdllations

Flow,

1969)

Methods for the Calculation
(C Chiarella

Terminal.

1967)

by Arbitrary

Bovnda

Relative Nuclear and Particle

Reaction Theory,

(J.L. Cook-enrolled 1969) (Title dtanged 1^69)
Collision Probability Methods in Reader Lattice
(G.Doherty « enrolled 1967)

Calculations.

A Correction to the Narr<M Resonance Approximation for the
Calculation of Resonance Absorption,
(T.S. Homer - enrolled 1966)
The Theory of Neutron Wave Propagation in Solids and Liquids.
(K,J, Maker - enrolled 1969)
Reactor Theory
(D,J, McKeegan - enrolled 1968)
Wind Generated Currents in a Basin.
(P.J.O'Hatloran - enrolled 1968)
Numedcal Methods Used in Neutronics
(J,P. Pollard - enrolled 1967)

Calculations.

Lcmgua^e Translation and Optimization,
(D.J. Richardson - enrolled 1966)
Master pf

Sdence

Statistical
Studies of Population,
(N.M, Broers - enrolled 1969)
Population
Distributions,
(D, Roudenko - enrolled 1969)
Validity of an Operational Solution to LAPLACE'S equation
with Tum-'linear boundary conditions.
(R,W, Wilcox - enrolled 1969)
Master of Arts
Mathematical Models for the Wollongong Urban Area.
(Miss J, Shaw - enrolled 1967)

Department of
ppdor

Physics

of

Philosophy

The Neutron Energy Spectrum in Bnall
Poly crystalline

Assemblies,

(A.I.M. Ritchie
Fission

- enrolled

1968)

Physics.

(J,W. Boldeman - enrolled
Master of

Pulsed

1968)

Science

The Limitations
of Infra-red Image Detectors
in Astronomy.
(Title changed frcm 1968)
(H, Eraser - enrolled 1967)
Application
of the Mossbauer Effect
Solid
Solutions,
(J, Lising ~ enrolled 1966)

to the Study of

Studies of the Information Content of
Emulsions,
(J.M, Robinson - enrolled 196$)
Infra-red

Imaging

(CJ, Sofield

Dedc&s,

- enrolled

An Atmospheric

Photographic

1968)

Water Vapour Meter.

(P.W. Thmpsan - enrolled

1968)

STAFF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Department of Geology
2,

Coal Carbonization:
the properties

A study is being made of the relation

of coals and those of their

emphasis on petrogrc^hic
received

particular

coals and the effects
low rank high dtrinite
projed
Research

aspects

attention

cokes, with

particular

Two aspects

which have

are coking properties

of blending
coal.

with the Australian
Sections.

of both.

of low

high rank law vitrinite

In part this

Iron S Steel

between

is a

vitrinite
coal

collaborative

Coal Geology and Coke

with

2,

The Varidion of Coal Properties in the Southern
Coalfield,
N, S, W,:
One aspect of this study concerns the collection
of
data,

a second the development

and a third

the reldion

significant
Bulli

of the variation

conditions.

sedimentation

relationship

of methods of analysing
to strudure

It has been demonstrded
exists

the
and

that a

between the thickness

Seam and some of the structures

data

which affect

of the

the seam,

3.

Sedimentation in the Sudney Basin: Particular attention
is
being paid to sediments in the coal measures. Methods are
being developed for the analysis and description
of
vertical
and lateral
variations.

*•

Myrmekites:
Myrmekitee are quartz-plagioclase
inter-growths
found on the dms of some plagioclase crystals.
The ratio
of quartz to feldspar and the composition of the feldspar are
being determined for a ntmber of myrmekites in metamorphic rocks
to help resolve the question of their
origin.

5.

Intrusive
Complexes of Northern New England and South-Eastern
Queensland:
Research is being continued on the petrography of
these mainly granitic
masses.

6.

The paragenesis
petrographic

of gneissic

studies

Broken Hill

of Rocks:

Palaeomagnetic

8.

Study of Extrusive

permission

and the

The Illawarra

region

offers

to

strudural

geology.
Rocks of the Illawarra
large-scale

Region:

'Wtih the

quarrying

planned

operation

Region an approach was made to the operators

to engage in long-term

perhaps chemical characteristics
intended

that this

of, and variation

frcm

and mineralogy

of rock magnetic studies

cormencement of an additional
the Illawarra

aspects

to the petrology

of the rocks are being considered.
scope for the application

gneisses

out,

of magnetic properties

geology and mining

Preliminary

of the mine sequence "granitic"

is being carried

7. Magnetic Properties
relation

rocks from Broken Hill:

study idll
through,

the

study of the physical
of the igneous rook.

supply infonmtion
rook.

on the

in
for

and
It

is
charader

9.

Geology and Photographic
record of aspects
Illawarra

Recording:

of Geology as illustrated

Region has begun.

features

are processes

Department of

in adive

be adequately

well represented

of a

photographic

by features

This is important

currently

and might not otheriHse
are particularly

Compilation

in the

in so far as many

or formative

recorded.

Other

in the Illawarra

stages,
aspects

Region.

Mathematics.

1.

Papers were prepared on a paradox in Illative
Combinatory Logic
and on a proof of a deduction theorem in a particular
system
Combiruxtory Logic,
Research into the
consistency
of Illative
of this system is
continuing.

^'

^ctrin^ Research:
Theoretical aspects involving standing waves
in basins, bays, estuaries,
and on the Continental shelf have
been evolved.
Theoretical
studies on internal osdlldions
in
basins are continuing.
Dynamic response of a basin to rdnd stress
is being investigated.
Empirioal effects of fHction
forces on
osdllations
are under
consideration.

3,

Algebra:

Some work on dbelian

been done, giving

subgroups of linear groups ho^

a generalization

of a result

and also some work on the maximal dbelian
groups,

A slight

outstanding

proved last

subgroups of

problem in asymptotics

year

linear

has been

solved,
4,

Nuclear Reactor Theory:
to finding

Considerable

improved equivalence

effort

relations

has been

for

devoted

heterogeneous

systems.
Seme success
achieved
on this
5,

in computing intermediate

by the use of the Galerkin
approach is

Operations

systems

aspeds

The first

of the study.
discrete

Further

The use of computer modelling

queueing and inventory

high Uvel

Method,

has been
research

indicated,

Research:

which is basically

resonances

is being investigated.
and easier

for the analysis
There are two

is that of model

the programming problem of the application
computer languages such as SIMSCRIPT II.

building
of

of

The second aspect

is that of determining

running experiments

on the canputer model.

being modelled are highly
autocorrelation,

auto correlated

information.

of varicmce

out to determine

economic lot size model when its
Also work is being carried
An investigation

of the interdepartvre

being undertaken

to be used for modelling

Dynamic programning is being applied
procedure

according

to some arbitrary

in searching

The problem of the selection

lag and history

forecasting.

the robustness
are

the

violated.

algorithm

theory.

distdbution

of a queue ie

tandmi

qimues.

to determine

for an object

distribution

of

the

optimal

which is

hidden

function.

of a CGmputer with a realistic

set

is bdng modelled ae a progranmting problem.

of buyer constraints
The Lotka Volterra

experimentxl

out to develop a working

system based on renewal

equations

effects

are being extended

This work is fundamental

The study of zirban population
criterion

even spread of spray in certain
is under investigation

for
of a

to many problems in

models has continued,
of its

for evennees,

with

particular

population

the problem of

two- and three-dimensional

using quadratic

Operations

models.

to Wollongong and representdions

Using a least-'Square

to accoimt

on the nimbers and age distribution

Research such as queues and replacement

Department of

demonstrated

assmrptions

bade

for an inventory

detection

techniques,

It is now being

This work is also of importemce in

A study is being carried

reference

processes

analy,sie should be the basis of the

that spectral

population.

As the

for

the removal of suah

as with use of analysis

throws away valuable
design.

design cdteria

density.
obtaining
situations

progrmming.

Physics

1,

Infra-red
infra-red

Astronomy:
Work is continuing
solar
telescope,

on the 18-inch

Cassegrain

2,

Infra-red Imc^ing Systems: The investigation
into the
relative
merit
for astronomical appliaatiom of Infra-red
photographic
plates.
Infra-red ddicons and Infra-red image converters
is
continuing.

PUBLICATIONS
Department of Geology
1,

Trend-surface Analysis of Structure and Thickness of
Bulli Seam, Sydney Basin, New South Wales,
A, C, Cook.
Journal of the International Assodation for Mathematical
Geology, 1969, 1, 1, 53-78,
Methods are presented which permit the analystB of structural
cmd thickness variations of a strdigraphic
interval into a
ntmber of components and testing of the components for
relationship
between structure and thickness.
Maps for the residual values
from the structural and thickness first^degree trends are similar
and there is a signifiaznt inverse relationship between the
residi^ls.
Local exceptions to this relationship are present hut
in msst instances cp*e due to laecolithie doming or changes in the
lithology of the Bulli Seam, It is postulated that most of the
present structures defined at th@ Bulli Seem horizon were active
dta>ing deposition of the Bulli Seam, and within the limit of
the conditions suitable for peat acewiulatian,
controlled
tlftieknees of the Bulli Seam. Thickness changes in overlying
units suggest that a major part of the warping of the Bulli Seam
Iwrizon had occurred by the end of the Triassio Period.

2.

Rank and Type Variations in Coals from the Southern and South
Western Coalfields, New South Wales, wtd their Influence upon
Coking,
A.C. Cook and R,G. Wilson,
Proe, Australas, Inst. Min, M&tall. Dec. 1969, No, 232,
II

•
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The Bulli Seem, ranging widely in type, producm coke varying
frcm weak to strong. The wcngawilli Seem, more consistent in
type, produces coke of more consistent strength, but conaid&rably
Uss strong than that from the best Bulli Seam coal. Plans of
aem variation show the regional trends in rank and type far each

seam. The strongest coke is derived frcm coal containing between
45 and 55 per cent vitrinite,
m.m.f. A satisfadory
correlation
is achieved between vitrinite
content and coke stability
and
hardness, enabling prediction of aofee strength for Southern
Coalfield coals.
Data available at present allow the use of'
both rank cmd type emd these variables give better
eorrelaticms
with coke strengths
than type alone.
Blending to a rcdk-type
spedfioation
for optimum coke strengths would allow the best
use of the coal reserves of the
coalfields.
3,

The Analysis
Possible

of Thickness

relation

of these

Data fi^om the Bulli
Southern

and Quality

Variations

and the

to Betm Structure,

Variations

Se<sn (Kemira and Corrimal

Using

Collieries),

Coalfield.

R.D. Johnson and A.C, Cook,
Published

in abstract

Gffid fourth

in Abstracts^^_ffr_ the first^

sifnposia on "Advances in the Study of the Sydney

Univ. NewcxLStle 1969,

p,66.

Trend surface

was used to analyse

quality

analysis

tforiaticns.

For all

varidbles

trend acmpanents were found to exist.
have very similar

strike

trend being correded
similarities
4,

struatixre,

This paper is a reply

and

The first

trends

degree

(the structia*e
first

first

degree

degree trend).

Seme

reaidmts.
A Reply.

Phillips,
pp,984-98?,

to a discussion

paper "The Proportionality

thickness

significant

of Quartz in Myrmekite:

1969, 54,

Basin,

except sulphur

were also noted in maps of

The Proportionality
Amer, Mineral,

directions

for the regional

D.M, Ransom and Bwm R,

hy D, Shelley

of Quartz in Mymekite"

and Ranscm in the American Mineralogist
5,

second^ ^ fMf^^

for

of
hy

the
Phillips

1968,

On the Rook Name Beerbaahite,
Evan R,
Phillips,
Gepl, Mag,, n69j_J0B^

pp.281-283.

It is suggest&d that the nme Beerbaahite

be reserved

for fine

-

to medium grained granular
occurring

in coarser grained gtmbro.
homfelses

used for basic granular
6,

lite Adcmellites
Evan R.
Jpum,

7,

dyke rocks of boggroic

from the Listen

composition

The ncme should not be

or

xenoliths,

Area,

Phillips,
Geol.Soc,

Amt,

1969. 18, pt.l,

290-294 (N.S.W,

volwne),

The Analysis of Thickness and Quality Variations and the Possible
Relation of these Variations to Semi Structure,
Using Data frcm
the Bulli Seem (Kemira and Corrimal Collieries),
Southern
Coalfield,
R,D, Johnson and A,C. Cook,
Paper read at 4th Newcastle Symposiim an Advances in the
of the Sydney Basin, May, 1969.

8,

Rcmk and Type Variations in Coals frcm the Southern and South
Western Coalfields,
New South Wales, and their Influence upon
Coking.
A.C. Cook and R.G,

Wilson.

Paper read at Annual Conference pfAtmtralas.Inst.
in Sydney, August, 1969,
9,

Study

Edifications

to the Stratigrc^hy

Min.

of the Moon Island

Metall,,

Beach

Sub-Grot^,
K.R, Johnson,
AuBt, J. Sd,,

Decmber,

1969.

A redsed

stratigraphy

Newcastle

Coal Measures is presented.

most of the predous

of the Moon Island
difficulties

on strudural

10, Contemporaneous Structures

It is pointed

in correlation

type sequence having been established
occurring

Beach Sii>-group of

is their

out

the

that

are due to the
successions

highs.
in the Southern

Coalfield,

New

South Wales,
A.C Cook,
Aust,

J, Sd,f

The proportions

Deaemher^^ 2969,
of the thickness

and structure

venation

for

the

Bulli Seam reporting in trend and residual component is used
to show that small scale strwsttcres were as important as the
large saxile structures in the earlier part of the history of
strudures
the Sydney Basin, As the basin developed the large scale
beccme relatively more important. Mechanisms are proposed for
structures.
the
Department of Mathematics
1,

Sherratts' Model and Camtuter Travel.
CA, Wilkins, May, 1969,
Transportation Science, 3. No. 2, pp,9Z''98.
It is st^gested that approaches based on Sherratt's model
he useful for dealing with lengths of eamtuter journeys in
dties and a nvmber of relevant probability density functions
case,
and expectations are presented for the s^metric

8.

The Equivalence Relation Based an (m Improved Rational Approximation,
A. Keane and C Chiarella, Ms^^ 1969.
Jnl. Nusl. Sd. and Tech. 6, No. 5, pp. 273-278,

3,

The Ntsmedcal Solution of a Set of Integral Equations Arising
in the Stud^ of Nuclear Reactors,
C Chiarella. August, 1969,
Paper delivered at Proceedings of the Fourth Australian Computer
Conference held in Adelaide, S.A.
The ntmerieal solution of integral equations arising in the
study of nuclear reactor systems is discussed. An algorithm
based an the use of Simpson's rtile is dedved and attention is
foeuBsed on the problems encountered in the choice of an indexing
system and the procedure for ohcmging the step length,
A progrcmne based on this algorithn has been written for the
IBM 360/50H computer at the Australian Atomic Energy Ccmtission
and is used to study the feasibility
of various reactor
systms.

4.

A Problem in Mine
A, Keane,

Ventilatim,

J. Proa, Roy, Soc, N.S.W, 102. pp. 83-86, 1969,

5.

An Example to Illustrate
the 'Average' Nature of Clark's Law
of Urban Populations,
CA, Wilkins and J,A, Shaw,
J. Reg, Sd,, 9. 255-259.

6, A Comparison of Estimates of Nuclear Bomb Casualties from
Two Different Urban Models,
CA, Wilkins, J.A, Shaw cmd A, Keane,
Operations Research, 17, p.923, 1969.
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Depariment of History and Philosophy of Science
Lecturer
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M.A, (N,Z,and Melb,)

A,B,P,8.S,

Department of Psychology
Ledurers
N.L. Adams, B.Sc, (N.S.W.)(promoted

10/3/69)

J,L, Morris, B.A, B.A,, B,Cam, Dip.Psyah, (Melb.)Ph.D. (Calif.)
Tutor
C G, Cupit, B, A, (Syd.)

HIGHER DEGREE TOPICS
Depcartment of History
Master of ^ts
PtSlic^ Professional and Political Attitudes to
Education in New South Wxles drm 1880-1900,
(Mies J, A, Jeffrey - trcffwferred frm Sydney Ikii,}
Department o£__Ps)fchotogy
Iktctor of Philosophy
Scholastic Aehiev^nent, Andety and Fcmily Value I>i$erepmtcy in Senior School PxipilB,
(N.L, Ac^s - transferred fw^ Kensington, 1968)
STAFF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Department of Education
2.

Cimdmiltm R0Bearck Lihrqm: Efforts continue to BBtabtisk a
re&o%€rce centre for the teaching of sodal studies in the schools.

2.

^^d, Education: Enquiry into the philosophical
moral edu^mtion is isantinuing.

3,

Classifictxtar^ ability in various ethnic &id sod-omona^ic
children.
populations of Australian

Department of

dimmi$i<M8 of

Geogt^ky

1,

Agricultural geogrc^hy cmd sdt stzdies,
Soi^^vegeiatim-"
envirorment relationships,
Lcmd capability.,

2,

Agrieuiturat

geography with spedal

refer&nce to the Indi<m

sub-continent,
3,

Transport systmts.
Internal strudure

Port systems, invesim^nt cmd dmMlo^,mit.
of i^rban tmits;
traffic
mobility.

Department of History^
^'

i^g?*<??^ History: The importance of sdence in the French
Enlighterment,
A oanparative study of
eightmnth-cmtury
French cmd English thougkU

2.

Australian

History:

^^^
JgJgMggJ^jP^-i^^ ^^g ^"^^ into Nmj South WaUs
Work in this field cmtimt.es^ A mmher of staff is m study
leave in Londem^, where he i® attmpting to establish, by an
investigation of the c&eas frm which they om&., the motivation,
nature and soddl status of imfigtwits fran London into Nm
South Wales dicing th£ last qmrt^r of the nin^t&enth cmtury,
(ii)

Australian Sodal
—"

Histom

- . . . — » . , J - r - - r i l l r-iiiir fr • r-Tni'Jr-fii r r nTI iiim-i^ri-i miUMiiinrt,jini,-»iji-iniifih

Trade Unions am sodat
1850-1950,

class.

Docimmts in Labour History,

The history of education, 1880-1910.
Public,, professional and political attitudes
New South Wales drca 1880^1900.

to mticdion

in

(Hi)
Modem Colonial Bistoity
Work ocmtimms on inter<mtt%(ral pmbtms in aotonial ar-eas;
the history of native aSdnistratim
and industrial demlopifBnt
in Papua-N0j} Guinea and the hist^Ty of th^ gold industry in th&
territory,
A vottme of historical docmmts on Pa^ua cmd New
Gidnea is being prepixred.
A study is bdng made of political prohlmi.^ in Mehs.n^da^ in
the general context of tk4 dmel&pn^nt of u muttimttm'al
Rmea^ch ha.s
concensus and the emerg&te^ of miaro^statm,
begun into colcnial edmatimal potidm in Southeast
Asia, with spedal ref&pence to W^sterniMotim and potiticat
development.

^^J^Ttment of History_ and Philosophy of Sdence_
Work aontinmis on th^ tv^ personality variabtes of mtrcmersion
and anxiety.
Investigations
into extraversi&n and anxiety
among Ausitration off^nd^rs have involved further visits to tk^
State
Penitentiary,
Department of PsuckoU
••IIII

i ^ a * w • f i l l * . ! . ' wwwi.*»iii/iit'<iwat«i iiBt(iw.A*»a<i>iWietijM.in».)ii. ji.ijvi „.,•

1.

Investigation of Uu ^ffedB of occupational and sodal
mobility.
The relation betw&sn t«« achievement motivation of mobiU .mtd nonmobile primary school Btm^nts and thdr academic p0rforfitm.ce
measured by standardised adhi&vment tmts,
HQhilitu is d&fined
as the nmfmr of mhooU attrnded prior to the end of tH$ fifth
y€ar of schoclir^,
fhm didhim&ment motive is m^aisu^ed by th^
AtkinM<m-McCtell&nd Proj^dive Measur4,

2,

Probtmt solving cmd d^ddon making in mnall groups. A et'M%
of the r^ievcmm pf mntl gro^^p int^radion in the training of
professi<mal work^r^, '^obtm® umd in mpBrmmttdion are
iPBlated to ths typical w&rk &f the. matt groi^ wtdergd^
training.

3,

A study of th^ •mlati^nmip h^tfjse&n %mdi^ and ovm* ackievmmit,
amd&ty (Cattail IPAT)^ <md v&l-m diff^rena&s between smior
s&%oot st%i^nt$ and thdr parm%t@»

4.

A surmy &f pas*m.t and pt^it dtit^m
t&h^a^s ^dwMtion md the
extent to i^ich p^rmimd nmds- ^SP& fn^t hy public ^du&atimi
in tk^ Wdtongong cte^a.
institutions

PUBLICATIONS
Department of ^dv-zmti^^m,
1.

Moral Mdu&ation: 1, Looming md tkfing. B,f*
J. CkriBti<m^ EdMa. 3 196$, XI^ pp* 1§$^U1.

2.

Moral EducaH&H.: 2. T^mhing* B^Vr Mil,
J, Ckdsti<m_mM,. 2963, ZII^ pp. 64-6B,

3.

(^^dfimtmni
•••--••

•

-

"'

in diff^r&nt

ethnic cmd sodoeo:onmi<i

" • • • ' " ' • * • • • " —^•uywy>,.ji,.j^ 1 ^ ^ - fW. I.,., WnAfrH—>««•. *ni.>|[»ala4,ifa jM»i«>*^yiw»w..W.n^,,-^

. ,.

Bedims

abilitu

. . . ^ 111.11 ijiwinii,<K.,rt Miia^i|iifi»n..,it».>|^fM.^iftyMai>><^»<Wi^<

22^ n md B$, A.N.Z,A.S.^

Bill,

^•,,.i^,.„Mi«w>-.^W/^>»»W>-''*i.'i^'^^«M'Oii'W*><W.i<«i*H>;»i.rt>tM<.wfci.|

V

*

i

Ad&l^id^ WBU.

Department of Geography
1.

Upland grass produdi&n in north-east Smtland in relation
soil and site conditions, F, Beavingt&n.
l^Bdt.
Grass. Soc.. Vol. 24, I, 1969, pp. $1^39,

2.

The Optimisation of Port IniMstments - An Application of
R, Robinson. Paper presented on behalf
Systems Analysis,
of UNCTAD, E$CAFB R&gianal Port Sminar^ Singapore, Oct, 1M9,
Reprinted in Report of the Redonal Port Sminar, P&t
Technical P(zper8, E/CN,11/TRAN$/U1.

3.

to

II,

Report by the UNCTAD Secretariat, R, Robimon (co-author)
fh& Probtm of port d^mtopmmt (TD/B/c, 4/42)
Part I:
Simulatim of poTt aperdims
(TD/B/c, 4/42^ Add, 1)
Part II:
POP* III:
Optimisati^m of port d^v^topa&nt (TD/B/c, 4/42* Add, 2)
(TD/B/c.4/42.Add* 3)
Part IV:
A test case: Caaablcmm*

Department of History
1,

The Approach to A0ian History, A,M^ S<saty^ Teaching Hi&tpvy,
New Series, Vol, III, May, 1S69, pp.Zi-'Si*

B,

Later and Eureka.
Dec, 1968, No, 7.

CT, Meman,

fh« Recofder,

Depca*tmimt of History and Philosophy of
-i hri-iiiiinnl

1,

i Hil I 111 I -iii.-i i - • *T'iLiir i r 1 T 'I I I . - T \ | l i \ ' - r i -"•

Vol. 3,

Sdence,

-i"''\ • - " — • • - • )-- - - - J - . . . - - - * * - ^ . ^ - . « .„ .-—^.u-.p^.,.. ..

........i..

Extroversion emd Anxiety among certain groups of Australian
offenders.
R.D, Frcatds (With A^J^W, Taller, Vidoria
University,
Wellington)* Aust, N, Zml.J,
Criminp'hsuj Vol, XIj, D$a, 1968,
^

wa>»^^<»i..i»a«»l»..W<*tWi>iii»iN<«ftiMr*.>iiwMii>M*i^it«...jiiiWi»iiaiiii*'i'iW^^

^

*^

Z, An investigation
of th^ relationship hetfjSe^i word stimuli csnd
optical pupil size,
E,D. Fronds (with M.R, Kelly, Maoquad^
University),
Aust* J, Psychol, Vol. SI, £, 19B9,

I^partment of Psyahotoaji
^'

iSSkSiM...^l..$^W.
mdsi&m_. J,L. Mcmis, T^UvidcM Office,
University of California, Serk&l&y, U.S.A.^ im9, (35 min, 16 m.m.
film).
A presentation of th& theory and practice of m% experimental
Th'», progrmm^ w&s uM&d to train counsellors
trcdnvng p^ognmn^,
but thsi techniqm is mmi to have retevmm to all kinds of
executive training,. The bas€$ of th& technique is mall-group
€snd ded&icn mcjking- r0$^^rck,

2,

The m^aMsirment of a^iB-&0nmt motitntion*
J.L, hhrpis,
Proce^dims of the Tenth- Annual Cmf^r^nm of the Amtrdlian
Cotl&ge of Education., AddaidM^ ^y, 1$$B.

,^iiiit,-^/0tr:
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gigggg DEGREES AWARDED

Doctor of

Philosovhu

P. Van der Werf (Mechanical Engineering,
P,C,
R.T,
N.F,
CP,

Arnold
hfieway
Kennon
Kieman

1966)

(Mechanical Engineering,
(Mechanical Engineering,
(Metallurgy, 1968)
(History, 1969)

1968)
1968)

R.W. Upfold (Mechanical Engineering,
Master of Sdence

1969)

R. Rudzate,

(Chemistry,

1963)

M.W, Dyos (Mathematics, 1966)
T.W, Barnes (Metallurgy, 1966)
J,P. Pollard (Mathematics, 1967)
D.J. McKeegan (Mathematics,

1967)

P,J. O'Halloran (Mathematics, 1968)
K.J. Maker (Mathematics, 1968)
J.R. Snedden (Chemistry, 1968)
A.J. Gilks (Mathematics, 1969)
A.R. DeL. Musgivve (Mathematics, 1969)
D.G, Thompson (Mathematics, 19$9)
Master of

Engineering

P. Van der Werf (Mechanical Engineering,
M.J. Lowrey (Mechanical Engineering,
Master of Engineering
S.R.

1968)

Sdenae

Webb (Mechanical Engineering,

1964)

1968)
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